IS NETANYAHU CHOOSING A WAR OF ATTRITION OVER BIDEN’S WIDER PLAN?

As Israelis mark their independence, the Biden Administration pushes for a regional alliance.
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Eleven days ago, the C.I.A. director, William Burns, arrived in Cairo to join the negotiations over Gaza, which have also been brokered by Qatar and
Egypt. Since then, ordinary Israelis began checking their phones every couple of hours to find out the fate of the “iskah,” Israel’s never-quite-consummated ceasefire deal with Hamas. Last Tuesday, we found out, instead, that the Israel Defense Forces had conducted air strikes in part of Rafah, and gained control of the Palestinian side of the land crossing into Sinai, near the Egyptian border. As the country marks an unusually vexed Independence Day, it is not yet clear how the Rafah incursion will affect the negotiations. It is clear that, as the Biden Administration (and many Israeli security experts) conceive it, a deal would not just secure the return of hostages but gesture toward a turning point in the war and in the region—which the Netanyahu government continues to resist.

Netanyahu claims that beneath Rafah, in a network of tunnels and bunkers, four Hamas battalions remain intact, presumably joined by fighters fleeing the north and holding an unknown number of surviving hostages. (Unnamed Israeli officials suspect that many Hamas fighters, along with the leader Yahya Sinwar, have actually moved back to tunnels further north.) Above ground in Rafah, a million Gazan refugees languish in tents, with few facilities and little food. Most are from Gaza City and Khan Younis, where, during the winter, the I.D.F. scattered most other Hamas battalions and, in the process, killed tens of thousands of civilians, and destroyed or damaged half the homes and more than three-quarters of the schools. More than three hundred thousand people are reportedly on the move again, desperately seeking safe zones. When Israeli officials speak of applying military “pressure” to secure the hostages’ release, the implication is that Hamas must believe that an attack on them is imminent; paradoxically, though, Hamas must know that Israel knows that an actual attack would doom the hostages—and, in the eyes of the world, the nation. In any case, it would certainly mean that thousands more Gazan civilians would be killed or subject to famine, which is why the White House firmly opposes an attack. Early last week, President Biden announced that he had held up a shipment of bombs that, he said, “have been used historically to deal with Rafah, to deal with the cities.”
As for the framework for the deal, which the United States supported, it would reportedly involve multiple phases. First, a temporary ceasefire of several weeks would halt the fighting and release “hundreds” of Palestinians in exchange for thirty-three hostages: women, older men, the sick, and the wounded. In addition, Israel would permit Gazan civilians to return to the northern cities, and enable an increase of an unspecified amount of humanitarian aid. It has also been reported that a second phase would aim for an “arrangement to restore sustainable calm.” Then, presumably, the remaining hostages—including those who have died—and Israeli soldiers held by Hamas would be released, in return for more Palestinian inmates in Israeli prisons.

Last Monday, in what appeared a breakthrough, Al Jazeera reported that Hamas had “accepted” the deal. (Israel has called the news agency, which is sponsored by Qatar, a mouthpiece for Hamas, and last week ordered its broadcasting equipment to be confiscated and access to its Web site blocked.) Across Israel, demonstrations led by families of the hostages, calling for the government to bring them home, gained momentum. However, it was soon evident that Hamas had written new language into the draft, such that the first release of hostages might include dead hostages. Hamas also rejected any Israeli veto over which Palestinian prisoners will be freed (which meant that some notorious Hamas leaders could be returned to the West Bank, according to an analysis by the Israeli journalist David Horovitz) and set conditions for Israeli overflight of Gaza.

These were serious changes but also distractions. Irreconcilable approaches to the duration of the second phase would anyway preëmpt an agreement over the first. Hamas claimed that, during the second phase, the ceasefire would, in effect, become permanent, and suggested that it had secured an American guarantee that the war would end after the first phase was complete. (This was consistent with the Biden Administration’s stated aim that “an initial six-week ceasefire would be built into something more enduring.” The Administration did not respond to a request for comment.) Accordingly, Hamas has set conditions that would give it back control of Gaza and gain it more influence in
the West Bank, Horovitz wrote. Israel’s Prime Minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, meanwhile, speaks of “absolute victory,” and says that the I.D.F. will go after Hamas in Rafah, deal or no deal. His close allies—Likud populist nationalists, settler messianists, and the ultra-Orthodox—have made clear their intention to fend off any compromise of their claim to the whole “Land of Israel,” which means the West Bank, though not, historically, Gaza. Netanyahu insists that, if he takes the deal, Hamas would “rebuild their military infrastructure” and live to kill another day. His implicit counteroffer is just a turnabout: give me the hostages and I won’t kill you today, but I will as soon as I have them. For now, the stalemate persists.

Or does it? For months, Secretary of State Antony Blinken has been publicly urging Israel—most recently in Riyadh, on April 29th—to consider how its military actions in Gaza might be tempered by the prospect of joining a U.S.-led regional alliance against Iran; how Hamas might be preëmpted by a larger diplomatic plan, including the normalization of relations with Saudi Arabia, rather than by a war of attrition, which would only promise Gazans more carnage and Israel international isolation. In Riyadh, Blinken asked what is to be done, after a ceasefire is in place, about security, governance and administration, and humanitarian and reconstruction needs in Gaza. Right now, Hamas fighters simply reappear where the I.D.F. retreat, prompting Israeli counter-insurgency raids, such as the one in March on the Al-Shifa hospital, in Gaza City, where Israel said Hamas had regrouped. “It’s clear,” Blinken said, “that in the absence of a real political horizon for the Palestinians, it’s going to be much harder, if not impossible, to really have a coherent plan.”

What Blinken was implying is that you have to try to solve the whole puzzle in order to have a shot at solving this part. The Saudis and the Gulf states have the resources to rebuild Gaza, but the Saudis cannot move on close coöperation, let alone normalization, with Israel without an end to the war and an agreement on a clear path to a Palestinian state. Nor can the Saudis, Emiratis, Jordanians, or Egyptians move on any public military alliance. (“They don’t trust Bibi,” the veteran Haaretz security correspondent Amos Harel told me.)
Even a preliminary calm would require a Palestinian administration blessed by the Palestine Liberation Organization; the pollster and analyst Khalil Shikaki, who is based in Ramallah, told me that the P.L.O. remains “the only big-tent Palestinian entity that still has broad legitimacy.” And there can be no such blessing without a clear promise of a Palestinian state. (The Saudis, Tom Friedman reported in the Times, would expect a freeze on Israeli settlement construction in the West Bank and a “three-to five-year ‘pathway’ ” to establish a Palestinian state.)

After the early hours of April 14th, moreover, when Iran attacked Israel with three hundred and thirty drones, cruise missiles, and ballistic missiles, the alliance was no longer hypothetical. According to the Intercept, the U.S.—supported by the U.K., French, and Jordanian air forces—shot down more of Iran’s missiles than Israel did. (Other reporting also indicated the use of Emirati and Saudi intelligence.) The few that got through did minimal damage. Nevertheless, Israelis awoke the next morning to a country that seemed, however subtly, changed; even career hawks who, eliding the question of Palestine, once spoke solemnly about Israel going it alone against Iran were now speaking solemnly about the need for an alliance and an openness to a renewed peace process.

“Our first priority is to close any gaps with the Americans,” Moshe Ya’alon, a former Likud defense minister, told the television station Channel Twelve. “This can be done by accepting” Blinken’s proposal, Ya’alon said, “which speaks of a regional alliance, including all the moderate states.” Uzi Arad, a former head of Netanyahu’s National Security Council, told me that the Biden Administration “is asking us to move more constructively on the Palestinian issue. This is in our interest anyway.” Shlomo Brom, a former head of military intelligence, concurred. “The first step in promoting this alliance,” he told me, is “a clear Israel commitment to a political process with agreement on the end goal—and the end goal is a two-state solution. There is no other end goal.” It is true that, after October 7th, many Israelis have reflexively dreaded this goal. An Israel Democracy Institute poll found that only about a third of
Israelis, and fewer Jewish Israelis, would now entertain a two-state solution in return for “a permanent regional defense agreement.” Accordingly, Amos Yadlin, another former chief of military intelligence, told me that Israel should commit to three principles that imply “creative ways” to finesse the language but achieve much the same goal: “that the West Bank should, in any new plan, be demilitarized; that the slide to one-state be stopped and that neither people should control the other.”

Shikaki notes that Palestinian attitudes seem more promising. As of now, he concedes, any alternative administration in Gaza would need at least “tacit Hamas consent.” (In late March, Hamas accused the Palestinian Authority of sending in its own security personnel to Gaza without coördination, on the pretext of securing aid trucks, an allegation the P.A. denied. Hamas arrested them. According to Palestinian press reports, “Two were killed,” Shikaki said.) Yet a March poll, conducted by Shikaki’s Palestinian Center for Policy and Survey Research, shows that, in Gaza, support for a two-state solution has nearly doubled since December, to sixty-two per cent, while support for “armed intifada” dropped almost twenty points, to thirty-nine per cent. Meanwhile, support for Hamas has dropped to roughly thirty-four per cent in both Gaza and the West Bank. “This was some of the best news for two-staters that they have ever had,” Shikaki told me. “When Palestinians feel they face an existential threat, when they see possible expulsion and an end to their nation, the two-state solution is their refuge.”

Besides, if Blinken’s plan is spurned, Israel’s other fronts only worsen. “A potential ceasefire deal between Israel and the Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah has been worked out with American mediation,” Harel told me. “But he cannot go ahead until there is, in effect, a permanent ceasefire in the south.” (The Biden Administration, again, did not respond to a request for comment.) More than a hundred thousand Israelis—not only those displaced from Gazan border villages but also from northern villages bordering Lebanon—cannot return to their homes until the Hezbollah attacks end. And Jordan is vulnerable, Harel said, “since King Abdullah participated in the shoot-down,
and faces growing threats from Iranian proxies in bordering Iraq and Palestinians in the streets of Amman.”

Nor has the prospect of a larger alliance been dashed—at least, not yet—by the I.D.F. movement into the Rafah crossing, which explains why the opposition leaders Benny Gantz and Gadi Eisenkot, two former I.D.F. chiefs of staff still serving in the war cabinet and champions of the alliance—have not opposed the operation. After four Israeli soldiers were killed by Hamas rocket fire that the I.D.F. said originated from Rafah last week, the I.D.F. claims to have destroyed more than a hundred and fifty Hamas “targets,” including at least ten fighters, and to have destroyed tunnel shafts that do not cross into Egyptian territory. By constricting Hamas’s sources of resupply, Israeli control over the Rafah crossing might, over the long run, promote an alternative Palestinian leadership, assuming that Biden can keep Netanyahu from launching an attack that is catastrophic to civilians. As of last Friday, the I.D.F. was reportedly engaging Hamas and Islamic Jihad in intense battles east and northeast of Rafah, while United Nations agencies warned that virtually no aid had been allowed to enter for five days. (A spokesperson for the Netanyahu administration said that aid continues to flow through.)

Nir Dvori, Channel Twelve’s military correspondent, said on Friday night that “this is not the conquest of Rafah.” It is “another step” in a graduated plan designed to “align with a hostage deal, if there will be one.” And the critical question for that, and the source of friction with the U.S., he says, remains “the minute after: who will control the crossing, and how we build an alternative power to Hamas.” In fact, none of the security experts I spoke to thought that an Israeli attack need be on Hamas battalions. Rather, they saw a more limited battle to win control of the Philadelphi Corridor, along the border with Egypt, under which tunnels reach Egyptian smugglers in the Sinai. Israel, Yadlin suspects, may have got “a yellow, if not a green, light” from the White House to win control of the tunnels, which would constrict Hamas’s ability to rebuild its forces. Ofer Shelah, a veteran military analyst and former Knesset opposition
leader, thinks that blocking the corridor “might have been a better object of attack in the first place.”

This rationale—that a broader alliance was, all along, necessary, and the attack should have begun with the tunnels—suggests a terrible truth: that the first weeks of the war, the extensive bombing of Hamas fighters and infrastructure, was misguided not just in humanitarian terms but even as military strategy. Rushed decisions to bomb more than a thousand presumed Hamas cadres, often in their homes—targets reportedly generated with the help of artificial intelligence that were originally designed to respond periodically to rocket fire—may have wound up contributing to the tens of thousands of civilian casualties for which Israel is now almost universally condemned. “Israelis,” Shelah told me, are now “at the risk of losing our position as a like-minded country, like-minded state, both in the high-tech world and in academia and in the cultural world. This is our existential danger.” (An I.D.F. spokesperson said that the force “will strike Hamas wherever they may be, while adhering to international law. Hamas cannot be granted immunity because it hides behind civilians.”)

Yagil Levy, a scholar of civil-military relations who helped expose the A.I. systems, is similarly distressed. Israel should have adopted a “regional mind-set” that would have allowed the Egyptians to coöperate with Israel much more publicly, he told me. Instead, the default in the Army, its reflexively “militaristic idea,” was that the enemy grasps only deterrence, intimidation, and punishment. “We call it, in bureaucratic logic, the transfer of risk”—in this case, “from Israeli troops to civilians,” which “benefitted from the sentiments of revenge and other sentiments that erased the category of uninvolved civilians in Gaza.” There was, in this context, “no reason to destroy the parliament or high-court buildings and other installations.” On Friday, in an unsettling report, the State Department formalized its own doubts about the Israeli bombings, raising “substantial questions” as to whether the I.D.F. did what it could to mitigate “civilian harm in its military operations.” The strategy, if that’s the word for it, was an overinvestment in cruelty.
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